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Model boson-fermion mixture within the self-consistent-field approximation
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We study the ground state properties of a boson-fermion mixture interacting via a hard-core repulsive
potential with an attractive tail at zero temperature. We use the self-consistent field approach to calculate the
ground state partial structure factors and the effective interactions between the species. We compare our results
with the experimental data on liquid3He-4He mixtures to find qualitative agreement. Collective modes and
dynamic structure factors for the mixture are also discussed.@S0163-1829~99!08837-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

About a decade ago Ng and Singwi1,2 in a series of papers
have studied a model Fermi liquid interacting via a hard-c
repulsive potential and an attractive tail within the se
consistent field approach. This simple model remarkably
produced some key features of both the normal and s
polarized liquid 3He providing insight into the nature o
strongly coupled Fermi systems. A similar investigation fo
two-dimensional Fermi liquid was reported by da Silveiraet
al.3 These calculations along with some earlier reports4 have
shown that the self-consistent field method of Singwi, To
Land, and Sjo¨lander5 ~STLS! originally devised to treat the
short-range correlation effects in Coulomb liquids~interact-
ing via the long-range 1/r potential! is also capable of han
dling systems interacting via short-range potentials. A qu
tative agreement was found between the calculated and
experimental results. Recently, Nafari and Doroudi6 have
used the realistic inter-atomic potential to study the grou
state properties of liquid3He ~in three and two-dimensions!
within the STLS scheme, improving the level of agreem
with experiments.

In this work we apply the method of Ng and Singwi1,2 to
a boson-fermion mixture interacting via a repulsive ha
core potential. There are several motivations to study
two-component ~boson-fermion! extension of the self-
consistent field approximation. First, the bipolaron model
superconductivity lends itself to an interpretation of havi
systems with heavy fermions based on the existence
heavy Bose gas together with a light Fermi component.7 It is
of interest to study the dielectric properties of such a tw
component plasma. Secondly, a boson-fermion mixture
atomic gases in trap potentials8 is of recent interest because
provides a testing ground for interaction and statistical
fects. Finally, a dilute solution of3He atoms in liquid4He
form a fascinating quantum liquid as an example of intera
ing boson-fermion mixture. We can examine the pres
relatively simple model as applied to liquid3He-4He mix-
tures to gain insight in this strongly interacting system. Th
has been many attempts to understand the ground stat
ergy, correlation functions, collective excitations and sing
particle properties of this novel quantum fluid ranging fro
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~14!/10388~7!/$15.00
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phenomenological theories9,10 to microscopic
approaches11–14 and Monte Carlo simulations.15 Neutron
scattering16–19 and x-ray scattering20 experiments provide us
with the information on ground state correlations.

Our primary aim in this work is to see how well th
ground state properties of a boson-fermion mixture, and
particular liquid 3He-4He mixtures are described within th
STLS approximation scheme. For this purpose we emplo
hardcore repulsive potential with an attractive tail. Ev
though the model potential is far too simplistic our approa
is microscopic in that the realistic helium potential can
incorporated as was done in the previous works.6 The self-
consistent field method~or the STLS approximation! renor-
malizes the bare hardcore potentials to yield reasona
ground state structure factors. We also study the effect o
attractive tail in the bare potential on the partial static str
ture factors, effective interactions, and collective excitat
modes. We find that the STLS method provides a reason
qualitative description of liquid3He-4He mixtures which
may be useful in the analysis of static and dynamical pr
erties.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the n
section we outline the formulation of the STLS method
application to boson-fermion mixtures. In Sec. III we sp
cialize to the liquid3He-4He mixtures and present our resul
for the static structure factors and the effective interactio
We discuss the effects of an attractive tail on the struct
factors in Sec. IV. The collective excitations of the liqu
3He-4He mixture within our model are analyzed in Sec.
We calculate the dynamic structure factor which is of expe
mental relevance in Sec. VI. We conclude with a brief d
cussion and a summary of our results.

II. MODEL AND THEORY

The multicomponent generalization of the STLS theory
based on the approximation that the fluctuations in the d
sity ~of a given component! within the linear response theor
is written as

dna~q,v!5(
b

xab~q,v!Vb
ext, ~1!
10 388 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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wherex̃ is the density-density response matrix andVa
ext is the

external perturbing field. In the self-consistent field approa
of Singwi et al.5 the response of the system to an exter
potential is expressed as

dna5xa
0~q,v!FVa

ext1(
b

Vab
eff ~q!dnbG , ~2!

where xa
0(q,v) is the response of the noninteractingath

component. Combining the above equations, we obtain
STLS expression for the density-density response functio
the multicomponent system

xab
21~q,v!5@xa

0~q,v!#21dab2Vab
eff ~q!. ~3!

The effective interparticle interactions within the STL
scheme are related to the pair-distribution functionsgi j (r )
through2

Vab
eff ~r !52E

r

`

dr8gab~r 8!
dV

dr8
, ~4!

where V(r ) is the bare potential taken to be the same
interactions between all species. We first start by conside
a hardcore potential of the formV(r )5V0u(a02r ), where
a0 is the hardcore radius andV0 is the strength of the poten
tial ~for purely hardcore potential, we letV0→`). The Fou-
rier transform of the effective potential is

Vab
eff ~q!54p

V0gab~a0!

q3
@sin~qa0!2qa0 cos~qa0!#. ~5!

We determine the unknown quantitiesgab(a0), using first
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem

Sab~q!52
1

p~nanb!1/2E0

`

dvxab~q,iv!, ~6!

in which xab(q,v) are the density-density response fun
tions, and then the Fourier transform relation

gab~r !511
1

~nanb!1/2E dq

~2p!3
eiq•r@Sab~q!2dab#.

~7!

Choosingr 5a0 in the above equations one obtains a set
nonlinear equations for the unknown quantitiesV0gab(a0)
which are the multicomponent generalization of the sim
expressions considered by Ng and Singwi.1,2 The self-
consistent field method has the same general structure a
random-phase approximation~RPA! with bare interactions
replaced by effective interactions. Because the effective
teractions are purely static, and no self-energy effects
included in the response functions, the model leaves no ro
for the multiparticle effects.

III. APPLICATION TO 3He-4He MIXTURES

We now specialize to the system of dilute solution of3He
in 4He. The total number of helium atoms in the sample w
volumeV is given byN5N31N4, in terms of the number o
3He and 4He atoms, and the corresponding particle dens
h
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is N/V5n5n31n4. Denoting the fraction of3He atoms in
the mixture byx, we haven35xn and n45(12x)n. We
scale all lengths by the hardcore radiusa0, and the energies
by the effective Rydberg 1/(2ma0

2) ~we take\51) where
m5m3m4 /(m31m4) is the reduced mass. For convenien
the density is expressed in terms ofn053/(4pa0

3). For 3He
atoms in the mixture we define the Fermi wave vec
kFa05@(9p/4)x(n/n0)#1/3.

We have solved the above set of equations for the
known parametersV0gab(a0) in the limit V0→` ~purely
hardcore potential! for various densities and3He fractions.
We illustrate our results forx50.05 in Fig. 1. The density
dependence ofV0gab(a0) is smooth and shows a broad pe
aroundn/n0;0.8. Although at low density all coefficient
V0gab(a0) seem to vanish, around the peak region we ha
V0g33(a0).V0g34(a0).V0g44(a0). The behavior of
V0gab(a0) is very similar for other values of the3He frac-
tion in the range 0.001,x,0.1. In the case of normal an
spin-polarized fluid3He, Ng and Singwi1,2 were not able to
find convergent solutions to the nonlinear equations bey
a certain density and suggested the interpretation of
freezing transition. In our calculations we were able to obt
solutions for a wide range of densities. To relate our dim
sionless results to the physical situation, we takea0
'2.2 Å and obtainn0'0.0224 Å23 which is close to the
equilibrium density. Thus, physical quantities calculated
the densitiesn/n0;0.821.1 should be reasonable whe
comparison with experiments is made.

In Fig. 2 we show our results for the static structure fa
tors Sab(q) for the 3He-4He mixture. The general behavio
of the structure factors atx50.05 andn/n051 are depicted
in Fig. 2~a!. We observe that all components have quali
tively reasonable behavior compared to the more soph
cated calculations and experimental results. Because of
diluteness of the3He the resultingS33(q) shows very little
structure and it is very different from the static structu

FIG. 1. The density dependence of the coefficientsV0gab(a0)
for a strictly hardcore potential (V0→`) at the 3He mole fraction
x50.05. The solid, dashed, and dotted lines indicateV0g44(a0),
V0g33(a0), andV0g34(a0), respectively.
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FIG. 2. ~a! The partial static structure factors for liquid3He-4He mixture atx50.05 andn/n051. The solid, dashed, and dot-dashed lin
indicateS44(q), S33(q), andS34(q), respectively.~b! S44(q) at n/n050.8 andx50.08 ~solid line! and x50.001 ~dotted line!. The filled
circles are the experimental data of Svenssonet al. ~Ref. 21!. ~c! S33(q) at n/n050.8 for x50.001, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, and 0.08~from left to
right!. ~d! S34(q) at n/n050.8 for x50.001, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, and 0.08~from top to bottom!.
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factor of pure liquid 3He. S44(q) exhibits a broad peak
around qa0'5.5 ~i.e., q;2.5 Å21). The peak height in-
creases with increasing density but the position of the p
remains unchanged. We plotS44(q) for x50.001 ~dotted
line! andx50.08~solid line! at a lower densityn/n050.8 in
Fig. 2~b!. We observe that with increasing3He fraction the
peak value ofS44(q) slightly decreases and the long wav
length (q→0) behavior is modified. Also shown in the sam
figure is the experimental data of Svennsonet al.21 for pure
4He. The agreement is rather good for the low3He concen-
tration (x50.001) result. The dependence ofS33(q) on the
3He fraction is shown in Fig. 2~c!. As x increases there ap
pears to be more structure inS33(q). If we use the decom-
position S33(q)5S0(q)@11G33(q)S0(q)# where S0(q) is
the noninteracting structure factor for fermions andG33(q) is
the correlation part, we can relate the observed concentra
dependence ofS33(q) to the correlation effects. Finally, th
structure factorS34(q) arising from interactions between th
species is shown in Fig. 2~d! and the overall size monoton
cally increases. WritingS34(q)5G34(q)S0(q), we note that
k

on

the correlation partG33(q) explicitly depends onn3
1/2 and is

responsible for the observed behavior ofS34(q). These re-
sults are in very good qualitative agreement with those
more sophisticated theoretical calculations.11–13

Once the parametersV0gab(a0) are known we immedi-
ately obtain the resulting effective interactionsVab

eff (q)
within our model. Figure 3 displays the effective interactio
between the3He and4He atoms for two different3He con-
centrations atn/n050.8. The interesting feature is that th
bare hardcore potential is renormalized within the se
consistent field approximation to yield a softcore and an
tractive part. It appears that the concentration dependenc
Vab

eff (q) is not very strong.

IV. EFFECTS OF AN ATTRACTIVE TAIL

The realistic potential between the helium atoms does
only have a steep hardcore but it also has an attractive
To this purpose it is possible to consider a model potent
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V~r !5H V0 , r ,a0 ,

2e, a0,r ,a1 ,

0, a1,r ,

~8!

which yields the effective interactions

Vab
eff ~q!5

4p

q3 ~V01e!gab~a0!@sin~qa0!2qa0 cos~qa0!#

2
4p

q3 egab~a1!@sin~qa1!2qa1 cos~qa1!#, ~9!

whereegab(a1) are extra unknown parameters to be det
mined. The number of equations to be self-consisten
solved in this case are doubled. Because of the increa
level of difficulty the minimization procedure for six nonlin
ear equations is slower. Furthermore, the parameters ent
the problem such asx, n/n0 , a1 /a0, ande make a systematic
calculation rather laborious. Therefore, we only assessed
qualitative changes occurring when an attractive tail to
bare interaction is included. The earlier calculations of
and Singwi1,2 have shown that the effect of the attractive p
of the potential is quite important for pure liquid3He. In Fig.
4, we compare the partial structure factorsSab(q) for liquid
3He-4He mixture with and without an attractive tail. W
choose the well depth to bee'5 K, and a1 /a052. We
observe thatS33(q) and S44(q) remain largely unchanged
but the peak position ofS44(q) is shifted towards a higherq
value and the peak height increases. The attractive part o
potential does not influence the resulting effective inter
tions Vab

eff (q) very dramatically, only the long wavelengt
values are somewhat increased. Similar conclusions w
also reached by Ng and Singwi1,2 in their study of pure3He.

FIG. 3. The effective interactionsV44
eff(q) ~solid!, V33

eff(q)
~dashed!, andV34

eff(q) ~dotted! for liquid 3He-4He mixture atn/n0

50.8. The thick and thin lines indicatex50.01 andx50.001, re-
spectively.
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V. COLLECTIVE MODES

The collective excitations are determined by solving
the roots of the determinant of the dynamic response ma

12V33
eff~q!x3

0~q,v!2V44
eff~q!x4

0~q,v!1$V33
eff~q!V44

eff~q!

2@V34
eff~q!#2%x3

0~q,v!x4
0~q,v!50. ~10!

We first look at the collective excitations of the liqui
3He-4He mixture within the mean-spherical approximation11

~MSA! for the 3He component. In the MSA, the particle
hole continuum and the collective mode of a Fermi syst
~described by the usual Lindhard function! is replaced by a
single effective collective mode excitation. More speci
cally, the noninteracting response of3He atoms is given by

x3,MSA
0 ~q,v!5

2n3eq
(3)

~v1 ih!22@eq
(3)/S0~q!#2

, ~11!

where eq
(3)5q2/2m3 and S0(q) is the Hartree-Fock static

structure factor. Using the response function of the nonin
acting Bose systems given by

x4
0~q,v!5

2n4eq
(4)

~v1 ih!22@eq
(4)#2

, ~12!

in Eq. ~10!, we obtain the collective mode energies

v1,2~q!5F1

2
~c331c44!6

1

2
@~c332c44!

214c34#
1/2G1/2

,

~13!

where c335@eq
(3)/S0(q)#212n3eq

(3)V33
eff , c445@eq

(4)#2

12n4eq
(4)V44

eff , andc3452n3eq
(3)2n4eq

(4)@V34
eff#2. We note that

free-particle energieseq
(4)5q2/2m4 for the 4He component

are used in the noninteracting Bose response function, un
the Feynman spectrum which contains the structure facto
the single-particle dispersion relation. The MSA is similar

FIG. 4. The comparison of partial structure factorsSab(q) in
liquid 3He-4He mixture with~thick lines! and without~thin lines!
attractive tail in the bare potential. Solid, dashed, and dotted li
indicate S44(q), S33(q), and S34(q), respectively. We tooke
'5 K anda1 /a052.
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10 392 PRB 60I. AL-HAYEK AND B. TANATAR
the binary-boson approximation20 in which the 3He response
function x3

0(q,v) is approximated by the Bogoliubov form
as for 4He component. The main difference between o
analytical expression for the collective modes and so
other attempts20,22 is in the specification of the effective in
teractionsVab

eff (q). In Fig. 5 we show the collective mode
within the MSA for liquid 3He-4He mixture atx50.05, and
two different densities. We find two discrete modes,
phonon-roton (pr) branch corresponding to4He atoms~up-
per curves!, and a second branch corresponding to3He at-
oms ~lower curves!. These modes in the smallq region can
be identified as zeroth and second sound modes assoc
with the collective3He and 4He excitations, respectively.11

The 3He excitations show a dip similar to the roton min
mum which can be regarded as a mode coupling effect.
physical content of the collective mode structure in the M
is quite well understood.11 We also point out that including
an attractive tail modifies the dispersion relations sligh
around the roton minimum in the upper curve and beyo
the dip structure in the lower curve.

We next turn to the full solution of Eq.~10! using the
Lindhard function forx3

0(q,v). This implies that Fermi liq-
uid effects are better treated for the3He component. The
resulting dispersion of collective modes in this case are v
similar to those obtained within the MSA. Again we find tw
distinct modes, but the second-sound mode ceases to ex
it enters the particle-hole (ph) continuum. The zero-soun
mode lies entirely within theph region, thus it is Landau
damped. The analysis given by Krotscheck and Saarela11 and
the present calculations indicate that MSA is useful in stu
ing the collective modes in mixtures, limited only by th
underlying generalized RPA.

VI. DYNAMIC STRUCTURE FACTOR

Most of our understanding of the dynamical propert
and interaction effects in liquid3He-4He mixtures is derived

FIG. 5. The collective modes for a liquid3He-4He mixture (x
50.05) atn/n050.8 ~thin lines! and n/n051 ~thick lines! within
the MSA. The upper and lower curves correspond to second so
(4He) and zero sound (3He) modes, respectively. The dashed lin
show the effect of an attractive tail in the bare potential forn/n0

51. The thin lines are the boundaries of the particle-hole c
tinuum.
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from the neutron scattering experiments16–19 measuring the
dynamic structure factorS(q,v). It provides information on
the density-density~and also spin-density in the case of3He
component! response of the system and is useful in identi
ing the elementary excitations. Theoretical calculations
the dynamic structure factor have made use of phenome
logical and microscopic approaches.23–26 The observed tota
dynamic structure factor can be separated into four term27

S~q,v!5~12x!S44~q,v!12Fx~12x!
s3

c

s4
cG1/2

S34~q,v!

1x
s3

c

s4
cFS33~q,v!1

s3
i

s3
cS33

i ~q,v!G , ~14!

in which sc ands i are the coherent and incoherent nucle
scattering cross sections andS33

i (q,v) is the spectrum of
spin-density excitations for the3He component in the mix-
ture. The individual dynamic structure factors are related
the response functions through the fluctuation-dissipa
theorem

Sab~q,v!52
1

p~nanb!1/2
Im xab~q,v!. ~15!

In order to calculate the spin-density responsex33
i (q,v) we

follow Ng and Singwi2 to define the spin-antisymmetric e
fective interaction

V33,a
eff ~q!54p

V0g̃~a0!

q3
@sin~qa0!2qa0 cos~qa0!#,

~16!

whereg̃(r ) is the Fourier transform of the static spin stru
ture factorS̃(q). It turns out that the spin correlations in th
mixture are rather weak due to the low3He concentration.
Similar findings were also reported by Boronatet al.26

In Fig. 6 we show the total dynamic structure factor a
its three contributions (12x)S44(q,v), 2@x(1
2x)s3

c/s4
c#1/2S34(q,v), and x(s3

c/s4
c)@S33(q,v)

1(s3
i /s3

c)S33
i (q,v)#, using the numerical values of the sca

tering cross sections given in Ref. 27. The wave vector v
uesqa052 andqa054, for x55% andn/n050.8, are dis-
played in Fig. 6~a! and Fig. 6~b!, respectively. In the case o
qa052, the excitations are well separated in energy. T
peak aroundv(2ma0

2)'2 corresponds to the3He particle-
hole excitation, and the aroundv(2ma0

2)'10 corresponds to
the 4He phonon-roton excitation. However, there is a su
stantial contribution from theS34(q,v) term which is nega-
tive for theph excitation and positive for thepr excitation.
At a higher wave vectorqa054, theph andpr excitations
come closer and the resulting totalS(q,v) exhibits a single
broad peak. The individual contributions to the total dynam
structure factor are indicated in Fig. 6~b!. Our results show a
qualitative agreement with the calculations of Weyrauch a
Szprynger25 who used the polarization potential approach
calculate the various response functions for the3He-4He
mixture. As even the simple hardcore model is able to rep
duce some of the salient features of theS(q,v), we surmise
that including the realistic helium potential within the STL

nd

-
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self-consistent field method might be useful in analyzing
experiments in more detail. An important shortcoming of t
present approach is its omission of the multi-particle exc
tion effects. The calculatedS(q,v) does not, for instance
exhibit a broad contribution above thepr peak. Although the
positions of the peaks inS(q,v) are not expected to chang
very much, the multiparticle effects should modify the pe
intensities and widths which are important in determining
lifetime or damping properties of the modes.

Finally, we estimate the excitation energies«3(q) and
«4(q) within the present model, by associating them with t
ph and pr peaks, respectively. In Fig. 7 we compare t
calculated peak positions of the total dynamic structure f
tor with the experimental data of Hiltonet al.17 and Fåk et
al.18 Both the 3He and 4He excitation energies are reaso
ably well described by the present approach forq
&1.5 Å21. Similar level of agreement with the experime
tal data was also obtained by Fabrociniet al.12 in their cor-
related basis function approach, and by Weyrauch

FIG. 6. The total and partial dynamic structure factors for liqu
3He-4He mixture (x50.05) atn/n050.8. The solid, dashed, dotted
and dot-dashed lines indicate the total dynamic structure fa
S(q,v), and partial structure factorsS44(q,v), S33(q,v), and
S34(q,v), respectively.qa052 and qa054 cases are shown in
panels~a! and ~b!, respectively.
e
e
-

k
e

e

-

d

Szprynger25 in their polarization potential based calculatio
We note that it is somewhat surprising to find agreem
with experimental data since the bare mass is used in
3He response functionx3

0(q,v). However, as Fig. 6~a! illus-
trates the peak associated with theph excitation has signifi-
cant contributions from theS44(q,v) andS34(q,v) structure
factors which makes a simple free Fermi gas with effect
mass interpretation difficult. A more detailed analysis
volving sum rules may be useful in extracting excitation e
ergies and Landau damping properties from the totalS(q,v).

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work we have extended the model Fermi liqu
interacting with hardcore repulsive potential problem of N
and Singwi1,2 to a mixture of boson-fermion system. Th
self-consistent field method with this model interaction
capable of describing qualitatively the main static and d
namic properties of liquid3He-4He mixtures. We have found
that the overall properties of the mixture are reasonably w
accounted for in the range of3He mole fraction 0.01&x
&0.1, and around the equilibrium densityn'0.024 Å23.
The partial static structure factors show the expected tre
as a function of the3He concentration and the overall de
sity of the system. The collective modes and dynami
structure factors reproduce qualitatively the experimental
sults. Our calculations of the ground state properties
3He-4He mixtures can be extended into several directions
is straightforward to study the mixture for which the3He
component is spin-polarized1 or even with partial spin
polarization.2 It should be possible to calculate the singl
particle properties of the3He component in the mixture by
evaluating the self-energy using perturbation theory. T
would, for instance, give information on the effective ma
renormalized by interactions and the momentum distribut
of the 3He atoms in the system. In our numerical calcu

or

FIG. 7. The excitation energies«3(q) and «4(q) as calculated
from the peak positions of the totalS(q,v). The circles and square
are experimental data from Ref. 18 and Ref. 17, respectively.
filled and empty symbols indicate4He and3He excitations, respec
tively.
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10 394 PRB 60I. AL-HAYEK AND B. TANATAR
tions we have used the bare mass for3He atoms, but the
experiments17 indicate that the effective mass ism3*
'2.4m3. For more detailed comparisons it may be necess
to take the effective mass value into account. The mu
particle effects are not taken into account within the pres
approach. Although the static properties are little affect
the dynamic properties such asS(q,v) are not fully repre-
sented. Using the self-energy insertions in the response f
tions, it should be possible to extend the present approac
include multiparticle effects. We have based our calculati
on the zero temperature STLS formalism where the4He at-
oms are assumed to be in the condensate. It should be
sible to study the finite temperature effects by suitably mo
fying the response functionx44(q,v) which also takes the
B

s.
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,

hy

B

ry
i-
nt
,

c-
to
s

os-
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particles out of the condensate into account. Finally, as
calculations demonstrate that even a hardcore potential
be treated within the STLS scheme, it would be interesting
use the realistic two-body interaction potentials between
helium atoms to make better contact with the experimen
results. We expect the model calculations provided in t
work will find interesting applications in other mixtures.
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